
FHLA Board Meeting
CVS Conference Room
Wednesday, April 26 2023

Present: Ellen Burns, Manny Silva, Krenare Osmani, RoseAnne Nagle (7:30pm)

Absent: Janet Swift, Bevin Carsten

Limestone Rd and Waters Edge Refuge
Highway Dept. cleaned out the culvert on Limestone Rd. When the town has funds, they will
replace the piping that is linking Limestone Refuge to our lake. Town said they will keep on
clearing it, however, the beavers will keep on blocking it as they already have done since the
most recent clearing.

Looked at Rita Rd beach and the idea was discussed to make a channel on the road by the
beach so that the water is bypassed and does not touch the beach/sand area.

Newsletter
Articles about the scenic road designation and fireworks are completed.Progress on other
articles and it should be completed soon. Add a list of events.

Treatment Notifications by Pond & Lake
Pond & Lake will need to have mailing addresses of our lakefront homeowners due to law
requiring that companies notify lakefront homeowners that treatment will happen.Residents
will be notified by mail. We need to ensure that we have mailing addresses for all of our
lakefront residents as some do not reside on the property.

Lake Treatment
Late May/beginning of June first scheduled treatment. Goal is to create channels for water
flow from Rita Rita Beach and the lake in front of Waters Edge Rd. since the water is
stagnated in that area. Pond and Lake will share a map of the treatment areas.

New Neighbors Welcome Plant
Krenare has delivered a few welcome plants to new residents in the community. Will continue
to deliver when new members move in.

Rita Rd Beach Clean-Up
Planned on having a second beach clean-up the weekend of 4/29 but it might change due to
the rain forecasted.There are old, unclaimed boats that need to be discarded.Once owners of
boats are identified then the rest of the unclaimed boats will need to be brought to the dump.

Rid Litter Day
A group of neighbors cleaned up Bennett's Farm Rd. For next year, set a meeting time for
people to gather and set tasks.

Dam Repair
Three bags of sand were laid on top of the upstream side of the dam and the problem has
been resolved as of now. Will keep checking in to see how it upholds during the different
weather conditions.



Upcoming Events
Friday,May 5-Full Moon Float and Community Fire Pit at RoseAnne's Nagle's-10 Shady Lane
Saturday,May 13-Spring Tag Sale from 10am-2pm at 10 Shady Lane

Meeting ended at 8:45pm.

Submitted by,
Krenare O.


